Underwater robots communicate in text-like fashion off the coast of Oahu

WHOI, Cape Cod Children’s Museum launch new exhibit
Interactive “Become an Ocean Ambassador” exhibit highlights our unique connection to the sea

It’s already a hot start to an anticipated hot summer
WHOI physical oceanographer Glen Gawarkiewicz discusses the impact of rising sea surface temperatures

How do ocean robots take the pressure?
Find out how engineers build robots to withstand the crushing pressures of the deep sea

#HumansofWHOI: How a dream job became a reality
Kaitlyn Tradd was a kid obsessed with the sea. Now she works on WHOI's most iconic ocean robots
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Scientists extract rocks from Earth’s mantle

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
Found: Giant freshwater deposits hiding under the sea

OCEAN NEWS & TECHNOLOGY
Ocean alkalinity enhancement project looks at pulling carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
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